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QUARTERLY HISTORICAL REPORT FOR PLANS & EVALUATION OFFICE 
L 

UNCldSSlFjED 1 April - 30 June 1955 
(Historian - Myrtle H .  Birdsell) 

I. Administration 

L 

A .  Changes in mission and 'responsibilities. 

Negative. 

B. Acquisition and/or disposal of physical facilities. 

Negative . 
C .  Major organizational revisions. 

Negative. 

D . Significant developments in administrative procedures. 

a 

Negative. 

11. Fiscal 

Not Applicable. 

111. Personnel 

A .  Changes in key personnel. 

Lt Col Irving R.  Mollen, Chief, P&E, returned to this office on 
9 May after completion of course a t  Command & General Staff School, 
Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas. 

Mr .  A .  H .  Smith, Plans & Pr0gram.s Branch, transferred from 
this office to Engineering Division, this Headquarters, on 1 April 1955, 



1. Total militay personnel, authorized and actual, by MOS. 

AUTHOR1 E D  ACTUAL 

1 Colonel (2616) 
2 Lt Colonels (2616, 2167) 
1 Captain (2167) 
2 E M  

1 E6 (1393) 
1 E4 (WAC 4405) 

2 Lt Colonels (2616,2167) 0, Ch, P&E 
* 2 Captains (5401,2167) 0, Ch; G&EI Br. 

2 Lts (5401, 2167) Tech Info; P&P Br. 
4 EM (1393; WAC 4405) 0, Ch; Tech 

Total 10 
Info; P&P Br; G&E Br. 

Total 6 

* 1 Captain attached 

2 .  Total civilian personnel, authorized and actual, by grades. 

ACTUAL - AUTHORIZED 

1 GS-15 
133-14 
3 GS-13 
2 GS-11 
1 GS-9 
2 GS-7 
1 GS-6 
5 GS-5 
1 GS-4 
2 GS-3 
Total 19 

2 GS-14 (0, Ch; G&E Br.) 
3 GS-13 (G&E Br;  P&P Br.; TIB Br.) 
1 GS-11 (P&P Br.) 
1 GS-9 (TIB Br.) 
2 GS-7 (TIB Br.;  P&P Br.) 
1 GS-6 (TIB Br.) 
5 GS-5 (0, Ch; G&E Br.; TIB Br.f?P&P Br.) 

4 GS-3 ( 2  TIB Br; G&E Br.) 
Total 1 9  

IV. Plans 

A .  Mobilization Plans 

The draft R&D Annex to OCCm10 Mobilization Plan.was discussed 
with OCCmlO personnel on 29 April, and it w a s  learned that there was ,  at 
that time, no formal request for a RECOM plan. When the basic plan, 
including the various annexes, has been submitted, PT&I wi l l  circulate the 
over-all plan to the various Commands for comment. After these comments 
are received it is planned to hold a meeting in OCCmlO of all interested 
personnel to discuss OCCmlO plan and to prepare the various Command. . 
plans. 
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B. Current Planning (SECRET) 
L 

1. Army Funding F Y  56 (See last Quarterly Historical Report) 

Early in April copies of the F Y  56 Budget Execution Plan, 
the '56 llB&Ctl Budget Supplements and Budget Estimate F Y  57 were 
forwarded to OCCmlO. (REC-55-S-1253 & REC-55-RDS-1261) 

was handcarried to Washington. This information was requested by 
D r .  Frolich, DCCmlO for Scientific Activities because of the considerable 
interest displayed by General Hertford, Chief, R&D, OCS, in this field. 
The inforrration included why we think this is a promising field of research, 
progress to date, and how we visualize the program wi l l  unfold in the future. 
(DF from Dr .  Frolich, to Ch, R&D Div, Budget Presentation, 31 March 55; 
Psychochemical Data, 5 April  55, REC-55-S-1269) 

Additional justification information on the '55 Budget Execution 
Plan and '57 Estimate was furnished OCCm10 on 13 April. (REC-55-RDS- 
1435). 

went to Washington to support defense of F Y  56 Program before the 
Working Group of the Senior Review Board. The basic program was 
accepted except that $33M was removed from project 4-08-06-031 (Toxic 
Agent Decontamination (U) and placed on project 4-08-06-029 (CW Agent 
Detection (U), for a special G-2 task. This change was made by Plans & 
Research, OCS, (w/OCCm10 concurrence) prior to defense before the 
Working Group. 

money was available for the $1.9MM Supplement ctBt) but DOD would be 
asked for additional funds if supplement could be reworked. The lICtt 

Supplement was discussed but no indication w a s  given that RECOM would 
receive any funding support for this work in F Y  56. 

Canisterless Mask, $725M for 1500 Series Agents, and $95M for RW. 
Everything else that w a s  formerly in the ttEft Supplement plus the balance 
of the items in the tlC1t Supplement were placed in a new tlCtt Supplement 
which w a s  carr ied to Washington on 29 April. 

The background for the ItBt & ttCtt Supplements i s  summarized 
below: 

On 6 April, information compiled on psychochemical agents 

On 26 April, Mr. G.  L.  DeRoy, Ch, Plans & Programs Branch, 

It was indicated at the meeting of the Working Group that no 

The l1Br Supplement was reworked to show $1080M for the 

Originally both BW & CW presented ttB1 Supplements of 
$3,80OM. At a meeting with Dr .  Frolich on 3 March this figure was 
revised to a total of $3,80OM equally divided between BW & CW. RECOM'S 
$1,900 was broken out into the various projects a per the Budget Execution 
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An original I1C' mitted that totalled 
$4,151M. This w a s  revised at OCCm10 on 6 April to $3,81OM. On 
25 April Staff deleted $250M for masks making a total of $3,56OM for the 

tfCtl Supplement. 

Supplement ($1.9M) should be made up of as few items as possible with 
emphasis placed on the highest priority items. Those items that were 
not of highest priority would be transferred to the ItCtt Supplement. The 
total of the two supplements would remain at $5,46OM. These decisions 
were put into action at this Headquarters on 27 April 1955 at  a meeting 
attended by Col LaPiana, OCCm10; D r .  Berger & Capt Andreoli, RW&NTM 
Div; Lt Col Lewis, Mr. DeRoy & Mr. Gunther, P&E. D r .  Fox, TCMT Div, 
concurred in the planned action. 

Items required for Engineering o r  User-Service Tests,I' (VrTRC-55-9091) 
which forwarded a copy of D/F from Ch/R&D, OCS, to OCCm10, dated 
3 May. This D/F requested the following information be furnished OCS by 
9 May: 

t 

It was decided by all concerned on 26 April, that the ItBt 

A letter was received from OCCmlO, subject: !!Funding of 

1. A list of items to be procured during F Y  56 for engineering or 
user-service tes ts  for which P&P funds are required. This list w a s  to be 
reported in two parts: 

a .  item:; which would, under past cri teria,  have been procured 
with P&P funds 

b .  items which would, under past cr i ter ia ,  have been procured 
with R&D funds 

2. A similar l is t  of items requiring M&O funds. 

On 24 May, a letter w a s  received from OCCm10 stating that 
questions had been raised by the Senior Review Board during the budget 
hearings as to the propriety of funding Engineering Agency Projects 
4-72-05-15 and 4-72-08-001 with R&D money. RECOM comments were 
requested by 6 June. RECOM'S opinion was that the two projects were 
properly funded under provisions of AR 35-216 dated 18 April 55 and the 
narrative justification of the FY 55 and FY 56 R&D Budgets for EA. This 
Command recommended that the two projects continue to be supported by 
R&D funds until appropriate directives a r e  issued to give legal status to 
the use of other funds, and to assure  comparable continuity and stability 
to the program. (Ltr fm OCCm10, Funding for R&D Projects,  dtd 24 May 
55, WRC-55-C-2743 and 1st  Ind, dtd 7 Jun 55) 

4 
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1 On 23 June a meeting w s held by personnel of EA, P&E, 
Eng Div and RECOM Comptroller to discuss the F Y  56 funding for 
Project 4-72-08-001 (Design Criteria for Technical Facilities} and 
for that portion of EA'S work formerly funded under Project 4-72-06-014, 
(Review & Design of CBR Unit Plants) 

I t  w a s  decided that since the work under 4-72-08-001 w a s  
70% staff and 30Yo operations and since GO No, 2, dated 25 May, had 
directed transfer of Facilities Design Branch, EA, to Headquarters, 
RECOM, the project should be recommended for cancellation. It was 
further deciaed that the $50M funded for the project would be transferred 
to Hq, RECOM Administrative Expense. 

assigned under subproject 4-72-05-015-03 (Engineering Design & Testing) 
and funded to  the amount of $195M. This is the work formerly funded 
under4-72-06-034. 

TCW, RW&NTM, Eng Div, and PGD, the reprogramming of R&D funds 
from CVl Agent Pilot Plant (Project 4-92-03-013) was discussed. This 
action was necessitated because $372,500 had been programmed for 
piloting Steps 4 & 5 of DMHP Process and subsequently $425,000 in 
F Y  55 IPM funds was received for the same purpose. The $372,500 was 
allocated among the E13 Mask, V-Agents, Infrared Sampling Techniques 
& Protective Clothing. 

It was agreed that engineering development studies would be 

At  a meeting on 15 June, attended by personnel of P&E, 

The F Y  56 RECOM budget stood a t  $17,689,000 as of 
30 June. 

V. Operations 

1. Authority was requested from OCCm10 to reprogram as F Y  55 funds 
$150,000 of FY 54 funds available in the Headquarters. ALTCW w a s  
requested by OCCmlO to develop the Toxic Shell for  the 8" Howitzer and 
to begin work this fiscal year using available funds. RECOM has also 
been directed by OCCm10 to complete development of the Canisterless 
Mask by 1 January 1957. It was felt that the F Y  54 funds should be used 
to support these two requirements. (Ltr to OCCmlO, Reprogrammed 
F Y  54 Funds (U), dated 8 April 55; WRC-554-1814) 
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On 12 May, Mr. Helmer, Comptroller’s Office, received word 
that use of these funds had been approved. After several  discussions 
with RV7 & TCW it was agreed that $100M would be used for further 
work by Pittsburgh Coal & Coke Co. on filter material for E13 Masks 
(4-80-12-007-05). The remaining $50M was divided among the following 
subprojects: 4-04-15-028-05 ($1.2M); 4-04-17-020-05 ($12M); 4-08-02- 
016-01 ($ lM) ;  4-08-02-017-03 ($30M); 4-08-02-019-01 ($4.4M) and 
4-80-12-007-05 (additional $1.4M) (DF to Comptroller, Reprogramming 
of F Y  54 Funds to FY 55 Program Totaling $150M, 20 May 55, WRC-55- 
10154). 

and 4-98-05-026-03 in order to reflect correct allocation of $187,223 
received from OCCm10, 3 May. (DF to Comptroller, FY 1955 Fund 
Adjustments, dated 15 June 55, WRC-55-11784). Funds in the amount of 
$120M were also made available to this Command by Comptroller, ACC. 
The funds were allocated as follows: $25M for contract with AEC for 
work on one-phase dosimeter; $71M for supplemental agreement Aerojet 
C o p .  for work on one-shot flame thrower; $4M for further work by Johns 
Hopkins on leakage studies on field protective mask; $20M heid in reserve 
for contracting (WRC-55-11761). An additional $105M representing 
balances in E’A & CRL projects which could not be obligated w a s  also held 
in reserve awaiting possible additional funds. (DF to Comptroller, FY 55 
T’ransfer of Funds, 16 June 55, WRC-55-C-3074). 

adjustment in subproject 4-09-02-019-03. These funds are for a contract 
with Aircraft Araments Inc. for the kit type flame thrower for AUV/APC 
Vehicle. $ lOOM w a s  obtained from OCCmlO from F Y  54 funds and rC; 138M 
f rom a Itreservet1 se t  up in RECOM from funds the agencies could not obligate 
by 30 June. (DF to Comptroller, FY 1955 Fund Adjustment, 30 June 55, WRC- 
55 - 12822) 

L 

Adjustments were made in funding of DPG subprojects 4-98-05-026-01 

On 30 June the Comptroller w a s  requested to make a $238M 

2 .  After considerable discussion with RECOM staff divisions and 
agencies the RECOM Program Documents 15A (formerly 7A) were 
distributed on 30 June. The control numbers are as follows: DPG- 
REC - 55 -S- 2062 ; EA -REC - 55 -S -206 1 ; Med Labs -REC - 55 -S - 205 9 and 
CRL-REC - 55 -S-2060. 

3. On 19 April, a letter w a s  received from OCCmlO, subject: “Research 
Annual Task Summary (Reports Control Symbol CSPRD-6)”; in which was 
inclosed an 11 April letter from Officc of The Adjutant General to Ch, 
Tech Service:;, requesting that information be submitted on research tasks 
carried on by the Chemical Corps, For  purposes of this action, research 
has been divided into two categories: (a) exploratory and general science 
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and (b) applied. Summaries of exploratory research in the 13 fields of 
interest to the Coordinating Committee on General Sciences OASD (R&D) 
were due 6 May; all others, of applied research category, due 30 May. 
(Ltr from OCCmlO WRC-55-8850) 

The task summaries were completed by the Assistants. There 
were no RECOM tasks of interest to the Coordinating Committee on 
General Sciences. Five copies of Fo rm 1309R for each other task 
were submitted to OCCm10 (WRC-55-C-1940 and REC-55-RDS-1770). 

Submission of summaries of research tasks is  now an annual 
requirement. This year the requirement w a s  for research projects 
(subprojects) only; however, for succeeding years  summaries wi l l  be 
requested for both research and development 'subprojects . 

4 .  The ACC Permanent Installation Planning Board at i ts  meeting 
on 14 'April 1955 continued the Decontamination Test Laboratory in the 
MCA Program and assigned it Priority No. 7 in the F Y  57 Program. 
The estimated cost of the building is $408,000. A DF to A/RUT&NTM, 
dated 4 May, requested that this office be informed of the advisability of 
retaining this building in the MCA Program in view of the decreasing level 
of effort in the decontamination field which has been directe& by higher 
authority. (WRC - 55- 9100) 

5. RECOM agencies were requested to furnish this Headquarters a 
list of R&D films, prepared by them, which could be used to supplement 
speeches and presentations. This request was initiated by Ch, Plans & 
Programs Office, R&D, D/A, who is attempting to build a file of film 
sequences on selected R&D projects for use by Office of Ch, R&D, D/A. 
(Ltr to  RECOM agencies, R&D Movies (U), 9 May 55, WRC-55-9341). 
Lists of such available films were forwarded to OCCm10 on 27 May. 
However, OCCm10 w a s  advised that the films are full length and not 
shor t  sequences that can be adapted to individual use. Since it is felt 
that such film str ips  a r e  highly desirable, it was suggested that OCCm10 
select a list of end items and authorize this Command to make required 
film sequences. (Ltr to  OCCm10, R&D Movies, 27 May 55, WRC-55-10633) 

6 .  A list of Cml C Equipment Requirements including description and 
use, w a s  submitted to  OCCm10 on 25 May. The list,  requested by CONARC, 
consisted of Cml C equipment and items for use by other Technical Services 
o r  by Service Units. (Ltr from OCCmlO, Equipment Requirements for 
Technical & Other Service Units, 22 April 55, REC-55-S-1737; 1st Ind, 
25 May 55) 

UW C LASSIFMI 
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7 .  On 31 May 55, the agencies were requested to furnish this officz 
c by 13 June, copies of DD613 forms which cover projects on Automatic 

Data Processing Equipment, if any. This request originated with Project 
Michigan (Signal Corps) whose primary mission is  the design of a 
battlefield surveillance system. This infromation, chiefly negative, was 
forwarded to OCCm10 on 14 June. (Ltr from OCCmlO, Automatic Data 
Processing Equipment, 23 May 55, WRC-55-10435; 1st Ind, 14 June 55) 

8 .  R&D Directive No. 8, issued by OCS and based on DOD directives 
was sent to RECOM agencies on 17 June. The directive outlines Army 
responsibilities for coordination of R&D in BIN & CW fields. It will be 
read for record at a future CCTC meeting. (WRC-55-C-3118) 

'3. Cml C Intelligence Agency requested that this Command review 
a number of documents which were given to CCIA by Prof.  Gustaf 
Ljunggren, Ch, Swedish CW R&D Establishment, prior to his departure 
f rom the U.S. A/TCW and A/RM7&NTM were requested to furnish their 
comments by 20 July. (DF to Assistants, Review of Swedish Documents 
(U), 23 June 55, REC-55-S-2085) * 

10. A letter w a s  written to Cml C Med Labs authorizing them to 
iurnish the United Kingdom copies of Minutes of Med Labs Biweekly 
Research Staff Meeting. The reports will be sent to this Hq for review 
by TCW. Upon completion of this review, if it i s  determined that the 
minutes contain no controversial information, P&E will forward the 
minutes to H LO. Minutes containing observations on UK activities will 
not be sent to the UK. (WRC-55-12464, 24 June 55) 

11. OCCmlO requested RECOM comments on Proposed Cml C 
Regulation implementing D/A R&D Directive No. 6, This directive 
requires that at least  8 abstract cards be included and distributed with 
each technical report  (Top Secret & Restricted Data excluded, as well  
a s  User Test  Reports). Since we had previously non-concurred in the 
suggested use of such cards (27 Dee 54) and since the regulation fully 
implemented the directive, the draft was returned without comment. 
(Ltr fm OCCmlO, Proposed Chemical Corps Regulation - Abstract 
Cards for Technical Reports, 25 Mar 55, WRC-55-9699; 1st Ind 6 Apr 
55). The regulation (135-2) was published 21 April 55, and RECOM 
agencies were directed to comply with it.  (Ltr dtd 10 June 55) 



1 2 .  At the request of Cml C TNGCOM, this Command furnished comments 
L on TNGCOM document "Recent Technical Developments and Trends Within 

the Chemical Corps(U)". This document was intended for circulation to 
Chemical Officers as par t  of llQuarterly CBR Digest No. 5!' Several changes 
were necessary in order to reflect more accurately the R&D picture. (1st 
Ind to  REC-55-S-1309, dated 6 May 55). 

13. Additional information was furnished OCCm10 on the following 
projects which had been suggested for  contract in friendly foreign countries 
under PL 480: (1) Toxicity of Insecticides (Medical Research Labs, UK) 
(2) Technique for Respiratory & Circulatory Measurements in Animals & 
Man at Rest and Exercising. (University of Copenhagen) In addition, RECOM 
was requested to furnish, by 19 May, a l ist  of additional projects which 
could be supported in future years  under P L  480. This information was 
submitted to OCCmlO on 18 May. (CMLWR-P, Request for Allocation of 
Non-Reimbursable Funds under Public Law 480 for R&D in Friendly Foreign 
Countries, 5 May 55, WRC-55-C-2340; 1st Ind 18 May) 

14.  OCCmlO requested that this Command comment on PT&I suggestion 
that a project be established to compile a Source Data Book.which would 
condolidate findings, conclusions of reports in the R&D field since World 
W a r  11. Recommendations were requested on the agency to be responsible 
for coordination; feasibility of completing this project by Cml C versus 
outside contractor; estimate of time and funds required in RECOM area 
(Ltr from OCCm10, Source Data Book on CBR Warfare, 3 May 55, WRC- 
55-9013). Comments f rom the A/TCW and the A/RW&NTM did not agree 
and the matter was turned over to G&E Branch for resolution. Final 
RECOM recommendation was (1) assignment of project to ORG, coordinating 
with ACCmlO/BW or  (2) a contract or  expansion of some Cml C organization 
o r  both. (1st Ind, 13 May) 

15. The Educational Subcommittee of the ACS Committee met at ACC 
on 31 May. The purpose of the meeting was to study the graduate training 
program at ACC. This office consolidated the list of RECOM participants 
and forwarded it to the Cml C Advisory Council. 

16 .  This office was advised by Post Hq that 31 members of the 9th 
Advanced Class, Cml C School, would visit ACC on 24-25 May to be briefed 
chiefly on R&D activities. Briefings were made by this Hq, Med Labs, CRL 
and Engineering Agency. Post Hq made transportation, messing and billeting 
arrangements. (DF from Hq, ACC, Tour of Army Chemical Center, 17 May 
55, WRC-55-9960; Mem 6 May, WRC-55-9824) 
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17. Arrangements were made for the joint meeting of Ordnance 

and Chemical Corps personnel on 9 June at CRL. Representatives from 
OCO, APG, Picatinny Arsenal, OCCmlO, ACCmlO/BW and RECOM attended 
the conference to discuss items of mutual interest. Names were forwarded 
to Intelligence and Security Office, agenda prepared and arrangements made 
for  tours of Wound Ballisitcs Lab, Cluster Bldg and Explosive Dissemination 
Facility. (Ltr from OCCm10, Proposed Joint Meeting of Ordnance Corps & 
Chemical Corps Representatives, 26 May 55, WRC-55-10600, Memo to 
Ch, I& Office, s ame  subject, 2 June 55, WRC-55-10891) 

t 

18. Copies of the agenda for Cml C Advisory Council Meeting on 1 July 
at  ACC were distributed to appropriate RECOM personnel and their attendance 
requested. 

19. OCCmlO was requested to obtain information on the Swedish pulse 
jet smoke generator mentioned by Prof Ljunggren and his party during visit 
to ACC. Photos, sketches, reports, manuals, type of fog oil used, etc., and 
determination of availability of a unit on loan o r  procuremept were requested. 

20. Army Progress  report 7A, Research & Development, was rewritten 
a s  requested by staff and transmitted to OCCmlO on 8 April.  (Ltr to OCCm10, 
Army Progress  Report, 7-A, Research & Development (U), 8 Apr 55, REC- 
55-S-1400) 

21. Entries for 7s  Report were received from the Assistants and were 
prepared for transmittal. However, Mr . Walton, OCCmlO, advised that 
DEPLOG is revising the 7s Report and that our feeder reports will not be 
required until new instructions f rom DEPLOG are received. (M/R, 23 May 
55, G&E file 17.01.1) On 5 April this Command's nominations for "Selected 
Items & Study Projects of Major Importance" for inclusion in F Y  56 7A 
Report had been forwarded to OCCm10. (Ltr to OCCm10, Army R&D Summary 
Schedule, FY 56 (U), 5 April 55, REC-55-S-1272) 

22. OCCm10 now requires that all charts and briefing material be 
extended to indicate "date of availability to usert1. Agreement was reached 
in conference with MATCOM on definition of a new C.P. 10 for RECOM 
Operating Schedules and the means of obtaining requisite informatian from 
MATCOM to make C.P. 9 & C.P .  10. Change No. 3 to RECOMReg 110-73 
setting up Control Point 10 (Availability of Productian Item to the User) 
and a redefinition of C .P. 9 was prepared and distributed. (Cml C RECOM 
Reg 110-73, Change 3, dtd 7 Apr 55, subj: Program Managemeht - End Item 
Time Schedules and Status Reports) On 13 April, OCCm10 was  advised of 



with report of conference and copies' of RECOM implementing directives; 
and advised that future issue of RECOM 7A Operating Schedules w i l l  contain 
forecast dates of availability. to user .  (1st Ind to WRC-55-6072, 13 Apr 55) 

--i 

23. A cornment 2 was sent to Eng Div relative to their contemplated 
publishing of a separate RECOM Reg on coordination between CRL & CCEA 
regarding pilot plant and unit plant design work, versus the possibility of 
adding such a review to existing RECOM Reg 81-1. It was recommended 
that one o r  more specific review points be established, and if details of 
coordination can be brief, to publish them as changes to RECOM Regs 10-8 
and 10-9; if  not brief to publish a separate regulation (Comment 2, K"emica1 
Corps RECOM Reg 8-1, dated 16 Feb 1955", WRC-55-7107) 

24. The brochure of the standardization program accomplishments w a s  
discussed with Mr.  Morgan, Eng Div. CCEA wi l l  prepare a brochure of 
recent outstanding accomplishments and add to it as additional progress is 
made in this field. Previous correspondence suggested the brochure would 
be initiated only when new accomplishments were achieved. (M/R, Brochure 
of Standardization Accomplishments, 27 Apr 55) * 

25. A Memo to Ch, P&E from Ch, G&E Br provided comments on a 
report  from CONARC on Continental Army Command Board Procedures 
(WRC-55-3939). CONARC views dimly concurrent testing and considers 
combined testing a controversial subject (Memo to Ch, P&E, Continental 
Army Command Board Procedures, 14 Apr 55). Another Memo to Ch, P&E 
pointed out the lack of broper coordination on 1st Ind to OCCm10 on combined 
testing and elimination of U T P  where feasible. The only staff coordination 
was with Eng Div personnel who are traditionally opposed elimination of 
U T P  (Memo, Crash Program, dated 13 May 55) OCCm10 has sent a 
corrective letter to DEPLOG giving RECOM-wide position. (Ltr, CMLWX-T, 
Organization & Procedure Concerning Research & Development and P ro -  
curement Contracts, 26 Apr 55, WRC-55-C-2219) 

26. This Command was orally advised that DOD desires  to publish 
1955 detailed Technical Estimates for Biologicai and Chemical Warfare. 
h order to meet the scheduled.DOD publication date of 1 Sep 55, OCCm10 
requested a final RECOM draft by 15 July 55. 
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The two Assistants were 
RECOM draft will be in the form of an annotated copy of the 1954 issue,  
Draft tables were requested from the A s s t s  by 8 July. Draft narrative 
rewrites were also requested by that date. Particular attention will be 
given to longer-range aspects of the program and to coverage of broad 
concepts. (DF to Assts,  1955 CW Technical Estimates, ,16 June 55, 
WRC-55-11916) 

27. An informal copy of the revised Cml C Program Structure was 
received from OCCm10 indicating the new program numbers and names 
being used in implementing the FY 56 Cml C Program. This Cml C 
Program Structure is  based on a new program structure being implemented 
by DEPLOG. An interim Program Structure was sent to all elements of 
the Command. This interim Program Structure is  being used in lieu of 
the Program Structure contained in RECOM Reg 110-1 until formal doc- 
urnenta-tion is received from OCCmlO. (Ltr to RECOM Agencies, Interim 
RECOM Program Structure, 23 June 55, WRC-55-12451, DF to  Hq elements, 
same subj, 24 June 55, WRC-55-12468) 

28. A large number of items were rescheduled (postponed) by CRL 
and Hq RECOM at  the end of the 3rd Quarter of FY 55. A s  a result of 
this and previous rescheduling, betyeen 1 Apr 54 and 1 Apr b5 there w a s  
a year o r  more postponment in the dates by which more than 40% of the 
scheduled items were programmed for transfer from CRL to CCEA. 
During the same period, an additional 20% of the items slipped 3 quarters 
and a total of 81% slipped one or  more quarters.  

Only one item, out of 11 scheduled, passed the Final Development 
Test in the 3rd Quarter, FY 55. This is based upon schedules in effect & 
current a t  the beginning of that quarter. During the 12  months -with 
this quarter, only 8 items were successfully put through these tests out of 
40 items scheduled. Based on the latest schedules, the number of successful 
Final Development Tests  in FY 55 is  expected to be less  than half the 15 
accomplished in F Y  54. 

level far superior to that of the year preceding. It is believed that improvement 
in meeting commitments will be achieved through continuous close attention 
to the importance of making reasonable forecasts, adhering to them as well 
as possible, and analyzing the reasons for slippage. (DF to CG, RECOM, 
RECOM End Item Program, F Y  1955 (U), 21 June 55, REC-55-S-2072) 

Despite this slippage, the stabilization of forecasts continues at a 
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29. Information on the RECOM program and contract program was 
requested by the Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on Cml C Mission & 
Structure. This was obtained from the agencies and forwarded to OCCm10 
by this office which was responsible for over-all coordination of presentations 
to the Committee. A final agenda for the visit of the Committee on 22-23 
April was prepared and distributed. This office also assisted in preparation 
of presentations and charts ,  (All pertinent correspondence on the RECOM 
briefing of this Committee wi l l  be found in Master Folders AD HOC # 1 & #2 
filed in Tech Info Br, P&E 0) 

*- 

30. Based on a directive from DEPLOG dated 5 April, the CCm10 directed 
that this Hq prepare a plan for consolidation of ACC & RECOM. The directive 
called for  elimination of some of the duplications and deficiencies noted in 
the Industrial Fund feasibility survey and the GAO Report on examination of 
the Center. The CG, RECOM w a s  directed to prepare this reorganization 
in accordance with the foilowing concepts: 

CG, RECOM except Crnl C Board, Cml C IG & non Cml C units. 

common facilities. 

transferred to the Cml C in accordance with SR 10-500-1. 

be assumed that MATCOM will not be relocated at  ACC. It will be assumed 
that the AD? will be established at ACC. 

A preliminary presentation was required at OCCm10 on 18 April 
and a final presentation 25 April,  (Ltr  fm CCm10, Reorganization of Army 
Chemical Center, 12  April 55, WRC-55-7745. 

by this of €ice. While the plan submitted was not a complete staff study 
because of the limited time available, it did include consolidation of the two 
W q  and directed attention to the avoidance of duplication of facilities. The 
new Hq will include a CG; Deputy Commander; Directolsfor Administration 
& Logistics ; Director for Technical Operations ; Assistant Director for TCW, 
RUT&NTM, Engineer, Testing & Proving, Personnel and Administration, etc; 
a Comptroller and a Special Staff (Surgeon, PIO, etc) (1st Ind to WRC-55-7745) 

In general, this plan w a s  accepted and implementation directed by 
16 August 1955. 

(1) All elements of ACC will be under the command control of 

(2) Particular attention w i l l  be given to eliminating duplication of 

(3) Provision will be made to consolidate functions which are to be 

(4) To permit prompt action on the reorganization proposal, it will 

This study w a s  carried out by this Hq and Hq, ACC and consolidated 

VI. General 
~~ ~ 

A .  Visits 

See Section V above for this Office's participation in 
groups to  this Command. 

*A  ,: / 3  ' r  / f :',:L,;. 
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B. Inspections 
- L" 

This office was inspected by personnel from the office of Cml C 
Inspector General during the week of 11 July 1955. 

. 
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